Bermuda first over bentgrass in South

ORLANDO, Fla. — The stresses faced by creeping bentgrass in the deep South are simply too overwhelming to make it the turf of choice there, according to Dr. James Beard of Texas A&M University.

"I think you can have some success initially," says Beard of southern creeping bentgrass greens, "but really the bottom line is what happens in that fourth, fifth, and sixth year. I think it's an awfully, awfully difficult thing to accomplish."

Beard says, "We must keep in mind that one is a warm-season species and one is a cool-season species, and that is a big difference in many, many different ways."

Florida is about as far away from the traditional adaptation zone for bentgrass as one can go, notes Beard. "And that's a big distance to overcome in terms of all the changes in environments and differences that exist in that distance." These include different metabolism, root systems, tolerances, cultural, irrigation and temperature requirements.

The farther you go away from the adaptation zone, says Beard, the more difficult it is to grow bentgrass. As a result, additional pressure exists for cultural practices to be successful.

"So, in a given situation, depending on environmental stresses or whatever stresses you have relative to temperature, this can affect the potential success you may have, because of the great disparity in stress tolerance between these two grasses." Beard says the extension of bentgrass into the deep South so far is "really amazing, considering its normal adaptation zone as one can go, as far as that is a big difference.

"I know there are great pressures out there to get away (from bermuda), but sometimes some people need to have some common sense talked into them."

Beard made his comments at the 61st annual Golf Course Superintendents Association of America meeting recently.

Support for bio-controls is meeting resistance in Europe

LONDON, England — Reuters News Service recently reported hostility toward biological research in the United Kingdom and West Germany. According to the report, genetic engineering firms are moving overseas to escape the red tape and hostility.

The regulatory environment in Europe is hindering bio research, and companies are going where they can proceed with minimal interference.

"Research will follow wherever the manufacturing and market is, and increasingly the manufacturing and markets are overseas," says Nigel Poole, manager of bio-technology and regulatory affairs for Britain's Imperial Chemical Industries.

In West Germany, opposition is based on fear of the unknown, long-term implications of genetically altering a cell, fearing that organisms which have been tampered with in labs could run rampant when released into the environment.

Bayer AG and BASF AG, two large West German chemical companies, have moved their bio-technology research operations to the U.S. Hoechst AG is reported to be following close behind in the migration to friendly shores. A West German court recently blocked it from making genetically engineered human insulin.

The court decision means that no bio-engineered products can be produced in West Germany. But sources say moving operations to foreign soil will not automatically make it easier to sell biological products back home.

Pesticides pose no threat to groundwater

WOOSTER, Ohio — Scientists at The Ohio State University have found that there is little or no downward movement of pesticides applied to lawns and golf courses.

Dr. Harry Niemczyk and Adam A. Krause say the findings could help alleviate concern that lawn care chemicals are leaching into the soil and contaminating groundwater.

"Whether on 'Geraldo' or on '60 Minutes,' people have been saying that pesticides applied to turfgrasses are getting into the groundwater," says Niemczyk. "Our data says that's just not true."

Niemczyk and Krause applied six herbicides and nine insecticides to turfgrasses in separate, one-year experiments. He says that almost all pesticide residues remained in thatch, and that there was little or no leaching of pesticides in their field studies. (Runoff or homeowner exposure to lawn care chemicals were continued on page 12)
ASSOCIATIONS

GCSAA show attendance soars to a record 17,500

LAWRENCE, Kan. — Attendance at the GCSAA International Golf Course Conference and Show reached a record high of 17,500, a 20 percent increase over 1989 attendance.

GCSAA director of communications Pat Jones cited the increased popularity of golf and the show's Orlando, Fla., location as two keys to the high attendance figures.

"There's so much interest in the business because it's crucial to the Florida economy," says Jones. "There was also increased interest from golf course owners, operators and architects. That doesn't represent a huge number, but we're glad to see it."

The GCSAA estimates attendance from 25 European, Canadian and Pacific rim countries at 1500. Ideally, says Jones, foreign interest will increase each year. "We're certainly hoping," says Jones, "that with continued developments in Eastern and Western Europe through 1992 that golf is going to find a bigger place in Europe."

Jones reports that the show's 552 exhibitors were thrilled with the higher traffic on the show floor, and superintendents expressed delight with the Orlando area and the way the show was set up.

"We were more specific in the educational programs," he notes. "In the past we've offered the opportunity to go from very general turfgrass maintenance classes to more specific classes. This year, with the addition of some of the environmental topics that we discussed and some of the very technical and specific regulatory issues they face, we were able to offer them some very detailed information that wasn't available in the past."

Jones says improvements and changes in next year's Las Vegas conference will be based on member surveys.

"We will continue to offer as many duplicate sessions as we can," Jones promises.

GOLF

Very possible to 'max out' on green speeds, super says

PALM DESERT, Calif. — The extra maintenance required to maintain the fastest putting green speed possible has narrowed the margin between green survival and failure, says Bob Stuczynski, superintendent at Ironwood Country Club here.

As Stuczynski says—and as most supers would concur—closer mowing causes shorter roots and increased summer soil temperatures. The thinner turfgrass stand also encourages more weed problems, which lead to more herbicide use.

Stuczynski finds that some superintendents are inclined to omit the green's minimal nitrogen needs rather than anger golfers. "The major problems with low nitrogen," explains Stuczynski, "are more weeds and moss and more blemishes which heal slowly. Without new growth that can be mowed into a smooth surface, the demand for closer cut increases."

Stuczynski thinks the key is that players must realize what can and cannot be done.

"The golf course superintendent is willing to provide whatever the golfer likes," says Stuczynski, "if it is feasible without excessive failures. Extremely close mowing will increase problems. Needless to say, no one suffers more than the golf course superintendent when turf fails."

NIEMCZYK from page 11

not examined.)

"I hope that people will have confidence that what they're doing to lawns is not contributing to groundwater contamination," concludes Niemczyk.
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When owners graded their trucks for reliability, Mazda rose to the occasion.

One of the best ways to judge the reliability of compact trucks is to talk to the people who know them best—their owners. And that's what J.D. Power and Associates does every year. They ask new truck owners to grade their trucks for initial quality and trouble-free performance.

And in the latest survey, Mazda owners gave their trucks the highest grades of all. And helped Mazda earn its place as the “Most Trouble-Free Compact Truck in America.” But that's not the only reason Mazda owners are so enthusiastic. There's also a 36-month/50,000-mile bumper-to-bumper warranty** with no deductible. The best basic warranty in the compact truck business.

So if you need a fleet truck that can work long hours without complaint, pick the truck that owners picked. Let Mazda compact trucks rise to the occasion for you, too.

*J.D. Power and Associates 1989 Compact Truck Initial Quality Survey** Based on owner-reported problems during the first 90 days of ownership. **See your Mazda Dealer for limited-warranty details. © 1990 Mazda Motor of America, Inc.
There are certain things you take for granted.

Like the sun rising each and every day.

And the fact that Subdue, applied preventively every 10-21 days, virtually eliminates the threat of Pythium.

And while the handle certainly makes Subdue easier to grab onto, it's also worth noting that, unlike the sun, Subdue comes in both liquid and granules.

For details, contact your turf products distributor.
NEW TROUBLE FOR PESTS.

Country Club 19-4-6 with SEVIN brand carbaryl insecticide

Announcing Country Club 19-4-6 with Sevin. A new cost-saving combination product with a 26% organic homogeneous fertilizer base — and 5.93% active Sevin insecticide — for a premium feeding with dependable insect control. Or try Lebanon Sevin 7G, for straight granular pest control. Together, they're double trouble for pests. From the source for premium quality turf products — your local Lebanon distributor.

ATHLETIC TURF

Low maintenance turfs recommended for roughs

Rough areas account for 40 to 60 percent of most golf course acreage. Dr. Terry Riordan of the University of Nebraska believes more prudent care will be required for roughs, based on current environmental concerns and water shortages.

"When we think about roughs in the future," says Riordan, "we're going to be thinking about reducing management — reducing mowing, reducing the fertilization requirement and reducing irrigation."

Riordan believes a good length for roughs is 1½ to 3 inches, with mowing required about every two weeks.

Tall fescue and buffalograss are two of Riordan's choices for seeding the rough areas.

Safety talks continue

Annual confrontations with Michigan State University students over the spraying of 2,4-D have taught Gary Parrott and Ron Foote of the MSU grounds department many lessons about worker competence and safety, and the importance of communication.

"If you want a headache," says Foote, "have a person who's on the end of a sprayer answer 'I don't know,' when asked what is being sprayed. You want the people who are using the material to be acquainted with it."

Continuing education is also essential proof that your staff is concerned and knows what they're doing. "On a yearly basis," explains Foote, "generally in the winter, (chemical experts) from outside the campus come in and talk to our people, and give them information on the chemicals they use."

Parrott and Foote take their annual sparring with the students in stride, and aren't at all defensive. "Because the concerns of a caring public need to be addressed," says Foote, "the information (they seek) must be delivered effectively and openly. Providing this information will enable us to keep the necessary tools, while performing services needed to maintain a safe and healthy environment."

SEVIN® is the Registered Trademark of Rhone-Poulenc Nederland and B.V. for carbaryl insecticides.
TOUGHEST CATS ON TURF.

Pick the Turfcat™ model to tame your toughest mowing schedule.

Mowing days go faster and easier when you turn a Turfcat loose. Choose from two models with a wide-track 4-wheel stance and easy-handling power steering: the C417D, powered by a 16.5-hp diesel; and the C420G, with a 21-hp gas engine. Both engines are liquid-cooled for longer life and quieter performance.

Two 3-wheel models are also available to get you in and out of the tight spots: the nimble C318G with an 18-hp I/C air-cooled gas engine; and the 22-hp liquid-cooled diesel C322D, with high efficiency hydraulic PTO drive for quieter operation, reduced maintenance and longer life.

You can feel the extra power and traction on all four Turfcats, delivered by a 2-speed limited-slip transaxle, with power for mowing and traction in low range, and quick transport in high range.

On the slopes, Turfcats hold their ground with wider stance and lower center of gravity. Choose a rotary or flail mower from 50- to 60-inches, or the high production 72-inch deep tunnel deck, that moves clippings out fast for extra mowing capacity without windrowing or clumping.

All Turfcat models are designed to take the work out of mowing, with a single pedal forward/reverse control and foot-operated hydraulic implement lift.

See your Jacobsen dealer today to find out more about the toughest cats on turf. Attractive lease and finance plans available. Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc., Racine, WI 53403.

Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc.

©Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc. 1988 J-8-7
For best results, thoroughly irrigate prior to treatment. Follow your application by watering in to a depth of 1 to 1 1/2 inches.
When you have grub control this effective, you have grounds to celebrate.

Some of the most celebrated courses in the country turn to Mobay products for grub protection.

For preventative treatment, there's OFTANOL® Insecticide. It controls grubs longer than any other product available. Apply it in the spring before grubs show up. After all, spring rains and temperatures can mask a grub problem.

Or apply a pre-damage application of OFTANOL when grub eggs hatch and activity begins (usually right after a drought-breaking rain in the early fall). But only apply OFTANOL once a year. If you've already used it in the spring, treat with DYLOX® Insecticide.

Of course, if grub damage turns up, apply DYLOX followed by heavy watering. DYLOX controls grubs in as little as 24 to 48 hours.

For more information, contact your Mobay distributor or Mobay sales representative. They can help you make your turf look great. And that makes you look great. Which is cause enough to celebrate.

DYLOX controls armyworms, bagworms, and stink bugs on your trees, shrubs, and flowers as well as controlling cutworms and sod webworms on your turf.

OFTANOL also controls billbugs, cutworms, chinch bugs, Hyperodess weevil, and sod webworms.

To identify grub populations, look for patches of wilted, dead or dying turf. Grub-infested turf has gored roots which make it easy to pull back like carpet.

Dylox
Oftanol
“Great way to MIG weld!”


• Capacity — 120 amperes at 30% duty cycle. Designed for .023, .030, .035" solid steel wire with CO₂ shielding gas; .030-.035" gasless flux cored wire; .023-.030 and .035" stainless wire; .045" gasless flux cored wire; and .030-.035" aluminum with optional wire kits.

• Features — four position range switch, and fine adjustment control, produce the proper wire feed speed and arc voltage for shielding gas used. Excellent arc characteristics for unit of this type. Operates on 230 volts.

Free literature. Ask your Miller distributor, in the Yellow Pages: "Welding Equipment & Supplies." Miller Electric Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 1079, Appleton, WI 54912.

A Miller Group Ltd Company
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NO MATTER WHAT YOUR NEEDS... WE HAVE IT

IN SOLUTION

GROWTH PRODUCTS

LIQUID PROFESSIONAL FERTILIZERS AND MICRONUTRIENTS are formulated for your special turf and horticultural needs. Our products make it EASIER for you to SPOON FEED special areas like Tees and Greens or SOLVE DEFICIENCY PROBLEMS. Take one minute to look over our product line...

Growth Products Liquid Professional Fertilizers are exclusive products manufactured with only the highest quality materials to assure the BEST RESULTS for your turf and horticultural programs. Our products are TRUE SOLUTIONS.

... AND CALL US ON OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER FOR OUR CLOSEST DISTRIBUTOR OR TO DISCUSS YOUR PARTICULAR NEEDS...

Available in all size containers, 55 gal. drums and bulk deliveries.

1-800-648-7626
914-428-2517 in NY
FAX: 914-428-2780

P.O. Box 1259
White Plains, NY 10602
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SHORT CUTS

YE A FOR NATURAL TURF... Pro Football Hall of Famer Merlin Olsen is an ardent supporter of natural turf for gridirons. During a football telecast on NBC-TV late last season, Olsen said: "I look forward to the day when we can put natural turf into a dome...and it's coming." Fellow telecaster Charlie Jones added, "Experiments at EPCOT Center are doing just that." The ability to grow grass in a domed stadium is the topic of a major feature story elsewhere in this issue.

BI GGER AND BETTER... Wayne Huizenga, former chief at the TruGreen Corp., has gone on to bigger and better things. An Associated Press report, circulated nationally at this magazine's preprintime, noted that Huizenga was set to purchase 15 percent of the Miami Dolphins and 50 percent of Robbie Stadium Corp. "The purchase, for an undisclosed sum, will boost efforts to get a major-league baseball franchise and give the Dolphins needed equity," the report quoted Dolphins president Tim Robbie as saying. The AP estimated Huizenga's interests to be worth more than $75 million. He is now chairman of Blockbuster Entertainment Corp., the nation's largest video rental chain.

L ANDSCAPE DOLLARS... Since Hurricane Hugo and the San Francisco earthquake, the Council of Tree & Landscape Appraisers has noted an increased interest in the financial value of plants in the landscape. "In many cases, if you take the proper steps" people have been collecting some compensation if a tree or specimen shrub is damaged or destroyed, notes CTLA chairman Erik Haupt.

R AVE REVIEWS... Two of Lofts Seed's perennial ryegrasses recently appeared on Japanese television and got great notices. Palmer and Prelude were winter-overseeded on dormant zoysia turf in Japan's National Stadium in Tokyo for the club soccer world championship, the Toyota Cup. During narration, a reporter praised the field's color and beauty.

C REAM OF THE CROP... That's what Ron Overstreet of Overstreet Landscaping can claim after winning the Small Business Administration's prime contractor of the year award for the northwest region of the U.S. Overstreet and his family flew to Washington, D.C., to accept the award and personal congratulations from Sen. Bob Packwood. He won the award for the job done at Lost Creek Dam and its surrounding area in Trail, Ore. Overstreet was the youngest of the award recipients.